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Crystal chemistry of inorganic compounds based on chains
of oxocentered tetrahedra
I. Crystal structure of chloromenite, Cu,02(Se03)4CI6

s. V Krivovichev". S, K, Fitatov. T.F. Semenova and L v. Rozhdestvenskaya

Abstract. Tho

Zn) in inorganic:

Introduction

descriptions of cations as cen-
are given.

~on the the
suitable in the

In crystal
tral atoms
structures
coordination
description
i.e. atoms not
where T :0::; 51, Ge, B. S~P,-V, As, Se, etc., as
water molecules, In most C<L'lt':S-, the 'additional'
atoms have tetrahedral coordination environment me-
ta] atoms, therefore tOM',iT!'!+ cationic

Relatively in oxocenrered
allows to

strucrural subunits in
atoms.

Oxocenrered [OMtl retrahedra are well known in me-
tal-orgauic compounds polynuclear metal complexes
with p:4-bridging atoms. Their structures have been

to investigation. because of their inter-
{see, Reim, Griesar, Haase,

Sessoli, Lippard,
the metal-metal interne-

Charlton,
described

structure..·S composed of chains
'empty' CU4 tetrahedra, i.e. without central

oxygen

some
based on

oxygen atoms. Thus the. Tole of M > 'tilt interacuons
favourable to the additional stabilisation of oxoceruered
tetrahedra, although they are weaker than
those in eUA clusters <L" may be the corn-
pariscn of the Cu-cCu d}st:-i~c~--:s.

paper the first of a series of papers in which we
like to report the re-sults on the crystal structure, of

oxocentered tetra-
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rained from the exhalations of Tolbachik volcano, Karn-
chatka. Russia, The mineral was named chlorcmemte ac-
cording to its colour and chemical composition:

'green' and .- 'moon' that
scnce of chlorine selenium. respectively.
brownish-green transparent
the. surface of
electron microprobe

Experimental

p.. of chloromenite with dimensions
0.15 ;>(, Inn? was smdiedWeisS-Dnbe:rg
techniques that indicate'S the monoclinic

and the body-centered unit cell. T:'1e.
to the smaller angle as

the C-latl:ke. o-fthe data,
tion and structure refinement are in
polarization ead ebsorption

systems A."ttEN
Stuart. 1983), ro.';peCUVlCJY.

was solved in the
(A:REN; Andrianov. and refined
squares methods (SHELXL-93; 19931. Attempts

localise the. Zn position in thcstrucurre were not SUi;.'-

cessful. 'The fractju~j':rJatomic coordinates and thermal dis-
placementparameters are in Table 2. selected intera-
tomic distances and angles Table 3,

The measured lines in me X~ra::. dif-
fraction ((1 63 1I -3 - 21
749,-, 17 .-- 6.5J·- 83 _. 5.56 -- 100
3.45 _. 103: 39 3.24 33 -- 2.71-- 312:
61 .... 2,,49 _.. 303, 402) are in guod agreement 'with those
calculated on basis of the crystal structure with regard
to the perfect cleavage on (l01),

r.J

o
o

Discussion

As can be seen from 'fable 3, there are five
lions the chloromenite structure HUH
crystal chemically distinct coordination
and Cu(S)
and Cu(4} ._.

1 ~, II ,u",," I of corner
observed
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b (1)

(ii]
(iii) mean bond for

(b.c, = bridgreg corneo] and
':::'".terminal comerj] cations

(1V) mean valence
(v) mean valence
(vi) mean distaucc ."'1,,,.' 'W'","!,
(vii) mean distance

hedra chain.
A treatment of the data in Table 4-

basic features of the
(1) the chain is no less than 21 and the

metal atoms He on the screw axis. As a
chains under consideration are zwei.er

single chains. a11tetrahedra in the chain are
lographicalty equivalent and, the equation:

(t.c.

is fulfilled. in general Liebau and Panas
{1981), W~; define stretching factor of a chain
of corner sharin g tetrahedra, :!~'.a-s
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for Na;gYR[Si;;,~On] (Liebau. PBJ]as, 1981; Liebau.
1985).

(2) \Vil.h the
lengths

of kamcharkite, the mean bend
are shorter than their corre-
Quire di fferent suuaticu holds

in which Si-,Ob,C bond
longer than St-c-O, ones (Lie-

the
lengths arc usually
bau, 1985).

0) The
increase in W"'" ---\J'--l\"b,

10 the, Ideal 109 ..5"
ItIs obvious that the strucmra:

comer sharing oxoceniered !S

observed for ,analogous silicateanions.
The argument be used for a qualitative

of fact.'}. [0 the 100vabsolute
of the ox-ide anion be"

tween the: centres of (;Om('T

tetrahedra are considerably
the centres of corner sharing [5104] tetrahedra.

For similar reasons, the bonds between the central atom
and atoms at the comers in tetrahedra are 'weaker
than those in I.Sio.~Jwtrahed:ru metal atom,

IS firmly bound by two atoms,
the terminal ones, Mu"

ln accord with this definition, all chains listed in
Table 4 have values invariably to 1 in con-
trast to silicates in \VD1Cn the factor
with slightly ditterem definition) for topologically
similar corner-sharing chains
1.000 for sbatruckire

-blb4£ 4, Structural geometry
pounds.

3.431 _HI?]
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gle one. In addW'CH1,the ~c!b,~~_metal atom has six IV! ,. M
metal-vmetal contacts, whereas the .Mu:. atom has
three. Therefore, the Mt.;::. :at01HS are secured to the
more firmly than (be NIt.,;, ones and more easily be
retracted trcm the centr-al atoms, of the

distances. leads to shcrtenicg-of
and causes the CUh~.-'·CUb,(; repulsion. These repul-
sive forces are compensated by an increase of the

valence angles and CUb.~. -"CUb.,;:, dis-
ranees (Tab le

However, :It should be noted that this scheme does not
work if there are some factors an in-

Chlcromemtc is an

in 'Iabde 4
the periodi ..

structures this may be
relationships between oxocen-

comer-sharine cnains and strong cation-
"03, T= se. S,

caned them 'face-to-face'.
face of oxocentered
of [TOil] group are

to each other and their orientations are identical
was first illustrated Srareve. Krivovi-

chev Fondamcnsky and Pilatov for averievite,
CusO::Cv'04h ' (M :::: K, Rb, Cs), in which iVO,d

are .tripndally positioned the bases of [OCltd

rtnc n"m',' we cu'''''~t,e'"the crystal structure of cblor-
CUgU·,(,"OUJ),',J", based on chains of corner shar-

tetrahedra. In the follow ..ing ones on
Krivovichev, Filatov. 1998)

Co,O,{S",o.,l,(;:l2 (georgbokiitc: Krivovicbev, Shuva-
on structures
edges.
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